
Winter is fast arriving and we are all ready to launch into another period of work and preparation for the next 
cruising season. The current projects in the Lusben yards are all proceeding nicely and the new projects are 
being lined up for the new year. The Lusben refit facilities in Livorno and Viareggio plus the comprehensive 
project management are now fully under the ownership and direction of Yachtique – Elite Yachting Services. 
We are your ideal partner, not only for refit and repair, berthing, documentation management and technical 
supervision but also for the entire range of luxury yacht services you may require. Please read below to see 
what’s currently going on in the fast-moving world of Lusben.

Marco Nuovo, Sales Coordinator

2011 Refit Season is off to a Promising Start 
Availability likely to fall away as we enter New Year

The Lusben refit season is well and truly in full swing and our facilities in Livorno and 
Viareggio, since the beginning of September, have been carrying out refit works on more than 
40 yachts from 24m to over 100m, including interior and exterior refits as well as all kinds of 
technical works. The forecast for new projects in the coming months is looking really good as 
we already have a great deal of new requests of booking for all types of refit jobs. Capacity is 
still looking ok for the next few months since we have the massive new facility in Livorno but 
we expect availability to be fairly limited by the time we reach the start of 2011.

If your yacht needs a place for the coming winter, whether afloat or ashore, we have the right 
solution for you. In our facilities in Livorno and Viareggio we can offer very interesting rates and 
can work out special deals tailor made to your requirements. Custom services are available for 
boats during any unguarded periods, so please contact us for additional information.

For more information contact marco.nuovo@yachtique.it

New Marina in Livorno is Only Months Away
Ongoing availability in Viareggio in the meantime

Our new marina at the huge Lusben facility in Livorno is moving fast. Construction of the 
new marina is proceeding at a rapid pace with visible progress being made on a daily 
basis. The dredging will be completed in January and we’ll be able to host the first boats 
by April. We are therefore running ahead of schedule in relation to the forecast delivery 
date. The 2,500 tonne ship-lift is working on a daily basis and the floating dock and dry 
dock are able to handle pretty much any size of vessel. On the left, you can see a preview 
of the Lusben facility and marina in Livorno, one of the largest and most important in the 
Med. As always, our other marina in Livorno (Molo Mediceo), is regularly accommodating 
a wide range of large yachts and you’re more than welcome to call us about potential 
berth reservations at any time.

For more information contact marco.nuovo@yachtique.it

New Web Site www.lusben.com
Full equipment list, contact info and more.

We are proud to announce that our new web site www.lusben.com is now on line! 
With an intuitive and user-friendly layout, the web site is a comprehensive guide to all our unique 
services and world-class facilities. You can use the web site to familiarise yourself with our offers, 
ask for an estimate, get directions in Google Maps (just double click on the map showing the 
location of Lusben in Viareggio and Livorno) and more.  We hope the new web site will be, once 
more, a simple, comprehensive and informattive experience for all of you!

For more information contact marco.nuovo@yachtique.it

Lusben events
Lusben around the world

The Lusben stand was a great success at the last MYS, thanks to our new image and our 
usual high standard of professionalism. The improvements followed your suggestions and 
support, so we would like to thank you for your ongoing trust in Lusben! As always, your 
contributions are important.

Christmas Party

After the great success of 2009, we are pleased to inform you that this year’s Christmas 
parties will be held in Viareggio on December 6th and in Livorno on December 7th. You 
are all invited to participate and we look forward to welcoming there!

For more information contact marco.nuovo@yachtique.it
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